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new development at Barr al jissah and yiti,  
taken from 35,000 feet.
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Message from the President

as you will see in this annual report, 2013 has been a year of 
growth for the environment Society of oman (eSo). With the 
help of our capacity building partner oman lng, we were 
able to train young graduates in the field of ngo work. Some 
of these graduates pass through the program and move on to 
pursue different avenues and others remain with eSo. for those 
that pursue other avenues they are leaving having a renewed 
appreciation for the environment and an understanding of 
how ngos operate and what an ngo is capable of achieving. 
i believe that when they leave they become eSo ambassadors 
in their new work place. for those graduates that remain and 
take on more permanent positions within eSo, we support 
them by giving them access to various experiences. Providing 
access to courses to further improve their skills, as well as field 
experience and awareness raising campaigns and covering 
all aspects of ngo work gives them the opportunity to see 
an idea grow and, in some cases, become strategies to be 
implemented by our country. 

eSo’s research continues to grow with results that are both very 
encouraging and sometimes very disappointing when we see 
numbers of threatened species decreasing. it is only through 
continual studies and monitoring that we are able to help bring 
about change.

i would like to recognise the companies who continue to believe in our cause and have partnered with 
us over the years. our annual report is a testament to what your funds continue to enable us to achieve.

The continued strengthening of our relationship with the private sector, the government and the community 
is critical to our future success.  

eSo has built strong ties with the Ministry of environment and climate affairs, the Ministry of Social 
development and the Ministry of agriculture and fisheries, and we are very grateful for their support and 
trust in eSo’s abilities.

We would like to take the opportunity to thank our supporters who have played a vital role in helping eSo 
grow into a significant stakeholder in the conservation of oman’s natural heritage.

i’d like to extend a special thanks and appreciation to all the individual members, volunteers and board 
members who give so much time to eSo, and without whom we would not be where we are today.

Tania S Al Said
President
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2013 has been a marathon year for the environment Society 
of oman (eSo). our capacity building program and training 
of young omanis in the field of environmental conservation 
have exceeded expectations and enhanced our educational 
projects, community outreach work, volunteer programs and 
scientific research.

We have seen the continuation of annual events such as 
the Masirah festival, earth hour and the inter-college Public 
Speaking competition, which was an incredible success this 
year, with 22 teams and over 100 students participating!

our scientific projects continue with new discoveries and findings 
being made, especially in the area of whale and dolphin work, 
where we are focusing our future efforts on satellite tracking 
of the genetically unique omani population the arabian Sea 
humpback whale and have started conservation efforts with 
both the government and private sector. The frankincense 
Project in dhofar is coming to an end after four years of research 
and we are excited to see the results in 2014. in addition we 
have made startling discoveries pointing to an 83% decrease in 
the population of loggerhead turtles since 1977, leading to an 
increased conservation effort from all parties and stakeholders.

eSo is currently looking for funding for Phase 3 of our Women’s empowerment and environmental 
education Project, which will take action on two environmental problems identified by past participants of 
the project. our Tree Planting campaign this year was exceptional and volunteers, students and members 
came together to plant thousands of native trees! 

2013 has seen nine of our omani staff being trained in field research, data entry and analysis, dolphin 
rescues, project management, administrative work and some have even travelled as far as Morocco and 
South africa for training programs. This has all been made possible through our partnership with oman 
lng llc and we will continue to ensure that omanis (both graduates and non-graduates) are given the 
necessary skills to work in the field of environmental conservation over the coming years. 

This year eSo attended conferences, workshops and meetings all over the world including korea, uSa, 
jordan, egypt, uae and Tunisia and continues to be a driving force in the international environmental 
ngo arena.

eSo is also proud to be a member of the committee for the national Turtle conservation Strategy as well 
as the committee for national Team for Plastic Bag impacts, which are both chaired by the Ministry of 
environment and climate affairs. 

i would like to take this opportunity to thank the eSo Staff, Board Members and volunteers for all the time 
and energy they put into making eSo a success. our work would not be possible without the support of 
oman’s corporate sector – we thank you for your generous contributions. 

enjoy our 2013 annual report and thank you for taking the time to read about our work and achievements.

Best Wishes,

Lamees Daar
Executive Director

Introduction
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The following Board Members were elected in March 2012 for a two-year duration:

President
HH Sayyida Tania bint Shabib Al Said holds a BSc in Marine and freshwater Biology and a diploma in early 
childhood education. She is a founding member of eSo and has served as the President of the board 
of directors of eSo since its establishment. Sayyida Tania initiated the Say no to Plastic Bags campaign, 
organizes the annual fundraising ball of eSo, and regularly appears in the media representing eSo. She 
won the gcc award for the best environmental personality in the arabian gulf region in 2009. 

vice President
Dr. Mehdi Jaafar is a founding member of eSo and has been vice President of the Society since its 
establishment. he worked in the field of human resources development before moving into nature 
conservation, environmental education awareness and international relations. he helped launch oman’s 
1st national Strategy on conservation and draft the 2nd national Biodiversity Strategy and the national 
action Plan. dr Mehdi co-chaired ceSar/SQu’s organising committee to the international conference on 
the conservation of Mountains where al jabal al akhdar conservation research project was showcased. 
he is a member of many national committees addressing a myriad of environmental issues and is a on 
numerous judging panels including The ford regional conservation fund and The regional colleges & 
universities environmental Public Speaking competition. he was an elected representative of West asia 
environmental ngos uneP governing council & Major groups and Stakeholders annual conferences 
in 2010, 2011, and 2012. he was an elected representative of the international environmental advisory 
group from 2010-2012. dr Mehdi is a regular speaker, writer and panellist on a number of environmental 
and sustainable development matters.

executive director
Ms. Lamees Daar, a founding board member of eSo, has been on the executive Board since its establish-
ment and voluntarily manages the organisation. She represented eSo at most regional uneP meetings in 
the Society’s early years and holds a BSc in environmental Sciences. She previously worked as an environ-
mental consultant for environmental engineering firms and was seconded to Petroleum development of 
oman to monitor iSo14000 practices. lamees has been responsible for the overall managing of all eSo 
projects and staff, securing numerous funding opportunities and sponsorships for eSo, writing proposals for 
current projects, chairing the ras al jinz Turtle center Steering committee, co-managing the anti-plastic 
bag campaign, writing regular press releases, and managing a comprehensive overhaul of the eSo web-
site. She is also responsible for the increase in capacity at eSo and putting training programs in place for 
the new capacity building program.

Community	Outreach	Officer
Mr. Nasser Al Maskari currently works as an environmental expert at occidental oman (oXy). he has a 
BSc in fisheries Science and an MSc in Marine Sciences and environmental Studies. he has worked as 
a nature reserve Specialist, head of Permits and head of Projects evaluation Section at the Ministry of 
environment and Water resources (MrMeWr). he was also director of Planning for nature conservation 
at MrMeWr.  nasser has been a Social responsibility advisor at oXy since 2009 and is a member of the 
arabian oryx Sanctuary committee and Member of the national committee for iucn. he was a member 
of the national committee of selecting world heritage and natural sites in oman and the oman Marine 
Biodiversity committee.  he was a founding member of eSo and a board member for 2 years from 2004-
2006, at which time he was also head of the eSo Terrestrial group.

ESO Board
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Treasurer
Mr. Yasser Macki works as a System engineer with hill international on the development of Muscat and 
Salalah international airports. he holds a Ba in Management information Systems and has been an 
eSo member since 2004 as well as eSo’s Treasurer on the current board. during his tenure as treasurer, 
yasser has been responsible for managing eSo’s overall as well as specific project budgets. he has also 
implemented eSo’s accounting system.  yasser is very active in a voluntary capacity and has organised 
and managed the majority of eSo clean ups over the years.

Public	Relations	Officer
Ms. Dana Sarhan is the Managing director of The cSr company oman and worked as corporate Social 
responsibility and Marketing Manager at omran. Prior to working at omran she was corporate affairs 
and Marketing officer at hSBc, the Public relations Manager and Brand ambassador at the al Bustan 
Palace hotel.  dana holds a Ba in international hospitality and Tourism Management and a postgraduate 
diploma in responsible Tourism Management from leeds Metropolitan university, uk. dana serves on the 
current board of the association of intervention for children with Special needs and has been an active 
member of eSo since its establishment. 

Board Member
Dr. Mohsen Al Amri holds a Phd in Biology, ecology and Soil Sciences. his research interests lie in 
environmental pollution by wastewater and plant ecology.  he has 13 scientific publications and has 
been an active member of eSo for 4 years as well as serving on the eSo board for 4 years. he leads the 
eSo frankincense Project in dhofar to monitor the health of frankincense trees and determine the number  
of times a tree can be harvested before permanent damage occurs.  This project was recently featured 
in a french documentary aired in 2012. dr Mohsen has also been instrumental in furthering eSo’s outreach 
and tree planting projects in dhofar both with schools and government. he regularly meets and interacts 
with volunteers in Southern oman on behalf of eSo and travels to Muscat every month to attend eSo 
Board meetings. 

Board Member
Mr. Raed Dawood is currently working with nawras as Business development director and has a wide 
range of private sector experience with more than 15 years’ work experience in the several fields including 
telecom, banking, investments, and auditing. raed is a founding member of eSo and the creator of the 
eSo brand and logo. raed holds an he diploma and a BSc in Business administration and Marketing.  
raed is an active member of eSo and regularly volunteers his time to help with matters concerning hr, 
design and artwork.

Board Member
Mr. Amor Al Mataani holds a Beng(hons.) and an MBa. after graduating from Teesside university, uk as an 
instrumentation and control engineer he joined Petroleum development oman in upstream operations 
and commissioning. in 1993 he moved to the Ministry of health where he was deputy director general 
for administration and finance at the royal hospital. he completed his MBa (newcastle) in 1997 before 
being appointed director general for Sur industrial estate in the Public establishment of industrial estates 
(Peie). he joined oman lng in 2002 as deputy ceo and occupies the position to date. he has a keen 
interest in education and he is member on a number of university and technical colleges’ boards and 
chairman of the Board of Trustees for olng’s haS School. he is also the chairman of olng’s Tender Board 
and an active board member in the oman road Safety association.

Board Member
Dr. Nadiya Al-Saady has a Phd from the university of Minnesota, uSa, in the area of plant genetics.  She 
is currently the director of the animal and Plant genetic resources center of the research council.  dr. 
nadiya was formally a faculty member in the department of crop Sciences, college of agricultural & 
Marine Sciences (caMS), at Sultan Qaboos university. her research interests are in the areas of genetic 
diversity and biotechnology. She has supervised numerous BSc and MSc students and is currently 
supervising a Phd student. She has published scientific papers in internationally reviewed journals in the 
areas of genetic engineering, disease diagnosis and genetic diversity. She is a member of numerous 
national and international committees on plant genetic resources.
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Turtle Research and Conservation

The global importance of oman to the survival of turtles – where all species are classified under 
‘endangered’ or ‘critically endangered’ status listings throughout the world - has been definitively 
established through surveys and research conducted within the Sultanate over the past 35 years. in the 
last 7 years, eSo, in collaboration with the Ministry of Environment and Climate Affairs (Meca) and senior 
international scientists, has played the lead research role on turtles in the Sultanate. We have accelerated 
our knowledge and understanding of turtle biology, ecology and conservation needs, as well as raised 
the international profile of oman’s turtle resources. Through grants and long-term support, especially from 
the US Marine Turtle Conservation Fund (MTcf), eSo has been able to work towards the conservation 
of turtles through continued monitoring and research efforts, enhancement of resource capacity and 
management activities, and engagement of local communities. 
however, due to new regulations from the Ministry of foreign affairs in oman, ngos are unable to receive 
further funding from such international organisations and, therefore, eSo continues to look for local 
support in order to monitor oman’s turtle populations.

The project is mainly centred on Masirah island, focusing on loggerhead turtles.

The project’s long-term aims are:

	•	 To implement research to guide conservation management of turtles, especially the globally important 
loggerhead turtle population on Masirah island;

	•	 To study the migration and nesting frequency of turtles and understand potential interaction with 
human activities;

	•	 To research and assess population trends of turtles nesting in oman;

	•	 To identify, assess and help mitigate threats to turtles through conservation management 
recommendations;

	•	 To build capacity of local communities and institutions to be able to contribute to research and 
conservation of turtles;

	•	 To inform and educate local communities and the general public about the value and importance of 
turtles as essential components of a healthy environment.

Marine Conservation Projects

‘aziza’ a female loggerhead turtle 
was tagged to be tracked by satellite, 
natasa Silec
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The main project activities in the past year can be summarised as follows:

Surprising and Devastating Population Assessment!
now in the 6th year, the nesting beach surveys for 2013 continued on Masirah with the same primary 
research objectives of producing track counts from nesting beaches for assessment of nesting population 
trend analysis. additional secondary monitoring activities are included in the scope of work to generate 
ratios of nesting success and hatching success as a means of qualifying the reproductive output of 
different beaches.

fieldwork is undertaken by eSo’s local field assistants and scientific support staff, in cooperation with the 
Meca ranger’s office on the island. as a major research milestone, the data collected on this program 
over the last six years, together with data originating from initial surveys in 1977 were analysed with 
collaborating scientists in florida for a publication to evaluate the trend of the nesting population over 
the last 35 years. initial results alert the team to an alarming population decline of more than 82% since 
1977! full analysis is still being completed but these results have led eSo to take on a more proactive role 
in conservation measures and stakeholder engagement while continuing to monitor turtle populations.

Community Outreach 
The annual Masirah festival took place at the beginning of the loggerhead nesting season. This outreach 
program extended to school children, young adults, oman Women’s association, fishing community 
as well as some with the Wali’s office. full details on the festival can be found on page 20. Work has 
continued with eSo education team developing signage and public information posters for Masirah. 
Posters were distributed during the Masirah festival. The design for the signage is complete and eSo has 
received permission from the Meca to install the signs in 2014.

Recruitment and Training
in order to assist in research on Masirah island, eSo has hired and trained three full time local field assistants 
(fas). These fas work on eSo turtle projects during the nesting season and assist in both the renaissance 
Whale and dolphin project as well as eSo’s egyptian vulture project during the off-season. in order to 
ensure sustainability of this training eSo has set up a permanent office in Masirah which the fas work 
from. Training is ongoing in the form of computer and language courses, and in-house as well as in-field 
training. 2013 saw the fas take a lead on the Sustainable fishing Towards Turtle conservation Project as 
well as beach stranding surveys, which are done on a monthly basis by all Terrain vehicles. all records are 
archived and compiled into a central database currently operated by project partners in Five Oceans 
Environmental Services LLC. in addition, two graduates from Sultan Qaboos University were engaged 
to work on data collection to understand how fishing methods are affecting turtle populations around 
Masirah island (outlined below).

Signs describing delicate environment on Masirah island will be installed in 2014
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Sustainable Fishing Towards Turtle Conservation Project
eSo has initiated the Sea Turtle conservation and Sustainable fishing project on Masirah island as a pilot 
project to understand the context of fishing on Masirah and the level of interaction between loggerhead 
turtles and fishing activities. funding was received in 2011 from US Marine Conservation Fund but delays 
in determining project methodology meant work began in 2013. Bycatch is known to be one of the major 
threats to sea turtles globally and has been documented as one of the most significant causes of mortality 
to turtles in oman. Preliminary bycatch studies undertaken by eSo at Masirah island have identified key 
working partners among the local fishing community and have contributed to an early appraisal of the 
scope, scale and details of the bycatch problem. early work shows that turtles are incidentally caught 
in both active and passive (discarded/lost) fishing gear, especially gill nets, including those used in shark 
fisheries, and lobster nets, within artisanal and commercial fisheries both near to nesting areas and critical 
habitats on and around Masirah, as well as further afield during seasonal migrations to key foraging sites. 

after extensive stakeholder engagement with the Wali of Masirah and through questionnaires and 
interviews with the fishing community it was revealed that an extensive drift and bottom net fishery 
that runs from skiffs in the south west corner of the island between november and March, and a less 
intensively in the north east of from March to May each year. The extent of the fisheries are adjacent to 
nesting beaches frequented by all four species of turtle known to nest on Masirah whom use the coastal 
site for foraging, breeding and refuge. Bycatch (turtles caught by mistake during finishing activity) is 
reported from these areas in this fishery, including loggerheads. however, the survivability of turtles is not 
completely understood from the fisher surveys, and requires further investigation through an experimental 
fishing project carried out off skiffs by eSo team members. following sea safety training provided by Oman 
Sail LLC, eSo field assistants will carry out this project in 2014. 

The results of the surveys also indicate that dhow vessels operate drift and bottom gill nets year–round from 
nearby to 500km away from the island. The overlap between the fishery and turtle habitat use suggests 
that this may have the most significant impact on most turtles given the extended (12-24 hour) soak time 
of nets, resulting in a proportionally lower survival rate of caught turtles for each hour of deployment. 
further survey of this fishery will be carried out in the future to yield more accurate results about the 
impact of dhow fisheries.

eSo field assistant ghasi al farsi  
with	Masirah	fisherman
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National Turtle Conservation Strategy
eSo research over the last 6 years has confirmed that oman has among the largest and most important 
populations of turtles in the world and that they are genetically isolated. The work has also shown that 
turtles are under increasing pressure and that population decline already detected in some populations 
is likely to worsen in the future. a strategy to effectively conserve oman’s turtles is urgently needed.

We are pleased that the Ministry of Environment and Climate Affairs has initiated a committee to work on 
the development of a national Turtle conservation Strategy. it is anticipated that this strategy will be keenly 
watched by the global turtle conservation community, tourism companies and foreign governments, all 
of whom have an interest to see oman’s huge turtle populations better protected. 

loggerhead turtles are often caught  
by	accident	in	fishing	nets
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arabian Sea humpback Whale, hallanyiat islands,  
Tobias friedrich

Renaissance Whale and Dolphin Project

Thanks to the renewed support of Renaissance Services SAOG, The renaissance Whale and dolphin 
project has been continuing throughout 2013. it is a multifaceted scientific and public awareness project 
established by eSo in 2011 and aims to build on existing research and knowledge of oman’s cetaceans 
and provide information that can lead to effective conservation management. The work is conducted in 
coordination with MECA and the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries Wealth (MafW). 

humpback whales are world famous for undertaking long seasonal migrations between polar feeding 
areas and tropical breeding areas. our research has shown oman’s humpback whales to be the only 
known population in the world not to migrate, but rather to breed and feed in the same geographic area. 
This makes them truly arabian whales! not only are these whales distinct in this regard, but our recent 
research also indicates they are one of the smallest and potentially most vulnerable whale populations in 
the world, numbering fewer than 100 individuals in oman. 

eSo was very proud to have our work and the rare arabian Sea humpback whales in dhofar featured in 
BBC’s Wild Arabia documentary in March 2013.

The project aims to cooperate and assist with local and international bodies to improve conservation of 
cetaceans based on information acquired through scientific research; better define cetacean distribution, 
abundance and population identities in oman, define critical habitats of cetaceans in oman; identify, 
assess and help mitigate threats to cetaceans through conservation management recommendations 
and action; and raise awareness of marine and coastal environmental issues related to cetaceans and 
to enhance environmental education in oman.

Partnerships
The collaboration between eSo, MafW and Meca contributes towards the conservation of cetaceans 
through continued monitoring and research efforts, enhancement of resource capacity and management 
activities, and engagement of local communities.

in addition to local support, the full team includes numerous international associates and collaborators 
including those from The Wildlife conservation Society (WcS), the university of durham, the university 
of cape Town and university Malaysia Sarawak. The team is also supported by a network of volunteers 
sourced from both the local resident community in oman and occasionally from overseas.
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Passive Acoustic Monitoring
in november 2012 three Marine acoustic recording units were deployed in a triangulation configuration 
in the gulf of Masirah and were then recovered 142 days later by divers in april 2013. They have been 
redeployed and are now providing broader coverage of the area adjacent to the duqm Port facility. We 
thank the Port of Duqm for hosting the field team and providing berthing for the eSo survey vessel.

data from this work continues to be archived, and it is anticipated that processing will commence through 
experts setting up a new acoustic lab at the WcS facilities in new york.

Mass Stranding of False Killer Whales
in january 2013 twelve false killer whales (Pseudorca crassidens) were found at the high water mark of a 
small section of beach on the Batinah coastline adjacent to Sawadi hotel. Members of the public had 
tried to return animals back to the sea prior to the arrival of experts, with all but one subsequently re-
stranding. The eSo team was contacted by Meca, and supporting consultants at Five Oceans as well as 
veterinarians from the Royal Diwan attended and helped to perform necropsies on 11 specimens. 

Providing a definitive cause of strandings is often very difficult, and can be due to accumulation or 
linkage of complex factors and multiple factors such as old age, disease, predators, starvation, vessel 
strikes, toxins, hunting and red tides, amongst others. few of these possible causes can yet be completely 
eliminated from this stranding event. 

however two can be identified as contributing causes. absence of food in the stomachs of three animals 
dissected and the occurrence of a storm at the time of stranding may have resulted in fatigue and 
disorientation. returning stranded animals back to sea and giving them a chance for survival is important 
from the point of view of species conservation and protection. Pseudorca crassidens are thought to 
have a gestation time of up to 14-16 months with females ovulating once every seven years.  as such, 
reproductive capacity of this species is very low, making it vulnerable to any threat. it is notable that two 
of the stranded animals were found to be pregnant.

evaluating causal links of strandings and related mortalities is a key facet of information required at 
national strategic levels and gaining an insight into these causal links through research can help flag 
critical conservation management issues that require urgent attention.

Suaad al harthi, eSo Projects Manager,  
records stranding information during necropsies
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eSo has developed guidelines 
designed to explain best 
practices when whale and 
dolphin watching

eSo has developed guidelines 
designed to explain best 
practices when whale and 
dolphin watching

Stranding Training
eSo attended a stranding training workshop organized by Meca in March of 2013. This work was a 
continuation of collaborative efforts to build capacity in oman for response to stranding events. as part of 
this initiative consultants supporting both eSo and the ministry have been revising record keeping process 
for strandings in oman. Previous records held in the oman cetacean database (oMcd) have now been 
extracted and incorporated within a new database that deals with strandings alone. This database is 
now referred to as the oman Stranding database (oMSd). This simplifies the workflow, allows turtles to be 
added into the database and also enables division of labour on database management. 

Whale and Dolphin Tour Operator Guidelines
With tourism comes environmental threats and impacts, but also potential opportunities. The renaissance 
Whale and dolphin project hopes to improve, educate and stimulate the emerging dolphin watching 
industry in oman, and in doing so to protect whales and dolphins from potentially harmful impacts from 
tourism. The ultimate goal is to contribute to a raising of the standards and economic profitability of 
whale/dolphin watching tourism in oman, and one that actively supports conservation of cetaceans and 
their habitat. 

funding in 2012 from the 
International Whaling Committee 
(iWc) Scientific committee 
allowed for background 
research on the industry to be 
undertaken in Muscat, including 
operator surveys and generation 
of guidelines. The first Whale 
and dolphin Watching guideline 
workshop was delivered on the 
4th and 5th of november 2013 
at oman Sail’s headquarters 
and was attended by tour 
operators and representatives 
from the MafW and the Ministry 
of Tourism (MoT) and supported 
by the IWC Whale Watching 
Subcommittee. The training 
consisted of classroom training 
as well as in-water training in 
which interactions with dolphins 
and whales were simulated 
using best practices. The venue 
for the workshop and boat for 
the training were provided by 
oman Sail. a second workshop 
is being organized to take place 
in january 2014 targeting tour 
operators in Southern oman. 
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Workshops took place in Muscat, hallaniyat islands 
and Mirbat to discuss guidelines with tour operators

Capacity Building and Regional Collaboration
The iWc Scientific committee meeting in jeju korea in june (see page 35) presented opportunities for 
eSo to connect with counterparts and ensure the arabian Sea humpback Whale remains high on the 
agenda for international support. The Scientific committee will continue to seek endorsement from iWc 
commissioners for support in the development of a conservation Management Plan from range states. 
given the long-standing history of our research, eSo has been ap-proached by WWF International to 
provide advice and contributions in the formation of a conservation initiative.

Meanwhile, eSo continues to build the capacity of our three field assistants based on Masirah island. They 
have been included in the ongoing field surveys and have been trained on sighting surveys and data 
entry. The training has also enabled them to independently conduct stranding surveys along the entire 
coastline of Masirah island, which contributes to the stranding databases used for both cetaceans and 
sea turtles. 

Goals for 2014 
in the 2011 to 2013 season the field team was tasked with conducting vessel surveys within discrete 
areas previously identified as ‘hotspots’, including the halaniyat Bay and gulf of Masirah area. as well 
as identifying habitat use within these areas, the survey efforts continued the capture-mark-recapture 
(cMr) methodology from photo-identification methods, in order to update the population estimate for 
the arabian Sea humpback whale. 

This data highlighted the fact that a population revision would not be robust using the cMr method, and 
that this objective could only be revealed with continued monitoring in oman and development of new 
survey projects in other range states. however one caveat to this requirement is that little is known about 
the movement and distribution of whales in the region beyond a few key sites in oman. This is important 
to define where other states should focus research activities. 

eSo has consulted with leading global experts in humpback whale tagging and secured endorsement of 
the iWc Scientific committee. This will allow us to see where the whales travel and whether they are in the 
path of shipping routes. it will also allow better identification of habitats to enable work on conservation 
measures in those areas. continued funds have been awarded by Renaissance Services and humpback 
tagging work will begin in 2014.
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Mountain gazelle
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Terrestrial Conservation Projects

Frankincense Research
frankincense has played an integral part in the omani heritage and culture and has been the main source 
of income for the dhofari people for centuries. frankincense trees also play important environmental roles: 
they grow on marginal land not suitable for ordinary agriculture, protect the soil from erosion, produce 
good biomass and provide shade. few people know that frankincense is harvested by tapping the trunk 
and branches of the Boswellia sacra tree. in the past few years and after close monitoring of the growth 
patterns of the frankincense trees, researchers noticed that the tapping has been harsh, often leading to 
the degradation of the tree beyond repair. changes in the climate over the past few years might have 
also had an impact on the growth of frankincense trees. accordingly, it was important to monitor these 
two factors and record their impacts on the sustainability of frankincense farming in dhofar.

Sponsored by HSBC, this long-term research project aims to determine the right frequency of cutting to get 
a good yield without adversely harming the trees. additionally, by monitoring the meteorological data in 
three different locations, the project aims to set a baseline for weather data that can be used in the future 
to monitor impact as a result of climate change and its effect in the growth patterns of frankincense trees. 
an indirect objective of the project is also to attempt to encourage the old frankincense harvesters who 
are currently quitting the business and moving to the big cities, to believe in the viability of this business 
again and re-grow frankincense trees but this time to harvest them at sustainable levels.

2014 will see an end to this project lead by eSo Board Member dr. Mohsen al amri and over the next year 
the research will give eSo a good understanding of the sustainable rate at which to harvest frankincense 
in order to maintain long term tree health and sustainability. We will also be able to understand whether 
the agro-ecological zones of the trees has any effect on yield and the annual variability in harvest levels 
and yield (how a yield in one year can impact the following years). We will also be able to understand 
how climatic data may influence yield and whether there is any correlation between tree size and  
the yield.

eSo Technician, Badr al Shanfari,  
assesses the health of frankincense trees
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Community Outreach Projects

our community outreach initiatives range from raising awareness of environmental issues in schools and 
public arena, as well as targeting higher education students.  2013 has seen eSo increased tree planting 
activities and the continuation of the annual environmental public speaking competition. earth hour was 
a huge success and our focus is to increase volunteerism and actively engage with the public.

4th Annual Masirah Festival 
Masirah island is located off the east coast of oman, and with an estimated population of 12,000. it is 95 
km long, running north-south and between 12 and 14km wide, with a total area of about 649km2. it is the 
largest nesting site in the world for the endangered loggerhead turtle and part of eSo’s core conservation 
strategy. funded by BP Oman, The Masirah festival took place for the fourth consecutive year on Masirah 
island in april 2013, the beginning of the loggerhead turtle nesting season. The festival activities included 
educational indoor activities, beach visits, football tournaments and official meetings with the Wali of 
Masirah that were aimed at raising environmental awareness about the significance of the island for 
biodiversity and the role of the local community to conserve it for future generations.

Training University Students
eSo has a successful history in engaging higher education institutions and involving them in community 
outreach work. in particular, Sultan Qaboos University (SQu) students have been actively involved in the 
Masirah festival since its inception. This year, six students from the Marine Science and fisheries department 
volunteered to assist eSo and were trained in school community outreach activities.

School Activities
for the past three years, school activities have focused on the importance of loggerhead turtles. in 2013, 
however, there was a change in the approach and eSo widened the awareness and introduced the 
different biodiversity inhabiting the island and how these flora and fauna interact with each other leading 
to the concept of “ecological Balance”. The activity included an in-class interactive presentation with an 
automated model of “food Web” interactions as well as discussion sessions of the major human threats 
to the ecological balance. This led to discussions of the children’s role to help minimize negative impacts 
and conserve the environment.

The eSo team then took a total of 200 students from all three schools in Masirah out to the beaches to 
investigate threats to the loggerhead turtles and conduct beach clean ups.

School students on Masirah island help with a  
beach clean up during the festival
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Football Tournament
following the 2012 success of the Masirah festival football tournament, 2013 saw an increase to 120 players 
and attracted the local community, giving eSo an excellent opportunity to disseminate information, 
educational booklets, research findings and general environmental awareness. 

a football league of 80 players was formed and eSo held a four-day tournament, attracting local 
spectators. This was the perfect opportunity for eSo to interact with the Masirah community and give out 
information on research findings and general environmental awareness. each team was given the name 
of resident Masirah biodiversity: loggerheads, hawksbills, greens, leatherbacks, humpback Whales, 
Masirah gazelles, egyptian vultures, ospreys, Swift hern, and of course, our eSo Team. The championship 
took place over three days with spectacular attendance from Masirah residents and for the second year 
was won by the loggerhead team!
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“Let’s Plant One” Native Tree Planting Campaign
eSo’s 2013 native Tree Planting campaign was jointly sponsored by Port of Salalah and the Ford 
Environmental Conservation Grant and aims not only to plant 12,000 trees, but to engage volunteers and 
raise awareness of the importance of planting native trees. The campaign focuses on the dhofar region, 
which faces desertification, and has built long-standing relationships with the local community, officials, 
volunteers, schools, universities and colleges.

Opening Ceremony
This week-long phase of the campaign launched on March 30th at the University of Dhofar under the 
patronage of he Sayyid Mohammed bin Sultan al Busaidi, Minister of State and governor of dhofar. Both 

the eSo team and board members were present as well as officials from Dhofar Municipality, Municipal 
council Members, Walis and director generals and Port of Salalah. The event concluded with a tree 
planting event led by volunteers, university students and staff as well as the local Salalah church. 

School Involvement
on March 31st The Sultan School in Salalah invited all local schools to participate in a tree planting event 
and awareness walk for the campaign and saw over 250 students as well as the President of the dhofar 
Municipality and other officials taking part. eSo provided 
certificates, prizes and t-shirts.

later that week the Ajdorot School in rakhyut, in the presence 
of the Wali of rakhyut, held an event organized especially for 
the eSo campaign. it included speeches, competitions, poetry 
and presentations as well as a tree planting event assisted by 
over 50 students. The team then travelled to dhalkoot and 
planted trees with more schools in the presence of the Wali of 
dhalkoot along with volunteers and students.
  

Tree Planting
in addition to events at schools, 50 trees were planted in 
rabkoot and the Salalah College of Technology, where 60 
volunteers were on hand to help.  The research center at the 
Ministry of Environment and Climate Affairs in hasik, 200km east 
of Salalah was the next port of call where over 120 trees were 
planted with the help of 20 volunteers from Meca and the 
deputy Wali’s office and we were even joined by staff from the 
Oman Botanical Gardens. 

it was an excellent week for the native Tree Planting campaign 
and a great success for eSo to have engaged so many 
participants. efforts will continue in 2014 with school awareness 
and we would like to thank eSo Board Members dr Mohsen al 
amri and dr Mehdi jaafar who have led this campaign since 
2012. eSo is grateful to announce that the dhofar Municipality 
and Ministry of agriculture and fisheries have renewed their 
pledge to plant only native species in the region and we thank 
them for their help and support in this campaign.

children in dhofar run a marathon in support of eSo’s activities

volunteers in Wilayat dalkyt collect seeds for cultivation of 
saplings to be used in the Tree Planting campaign 

dr Mohsen al amri, eSo Board Member,  
leads the Tree Planting campaign
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eSo Members enjoyed a bird watching day out

Western reef heron

World Migratory Bird Day
World Migratory Bird day (WMBd) is a global event to raise awareness on the importance of Migratory 
Birds and the protection of their habitats. People from all over the world organize events and education 
programs in celebration of this day and with sponsorship from Oman LNG, eSo participated for the first 
time in oman on May 12th-13th 2013. 

The event included public lectures, a photograph exhibition at the EcOman Center and a bird walking 
field trip to the al ansab Wetland. We would like to thank Waheed Al Fazari, Jens Eriksen, Haya Water, and 
PDO for their support of the initiative.
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Second Inter-College Environmental Public Speaking Competition
in cooperation with Emirates Environmental Group (eeg), eSo held the 2nd inter-college environmental 
Public Speaking competition organized with the aim of developing a deep appreciation of the environment 
and an understanding of the challenges facing it through study, research, discussion and debate.

an open challenge was thrown to the higher education student community across oman. The students built 
and presented strong cases on different contemporary issues and questions relating to the environment. 
The competition gave the participants a wonderful opportunity to showcase knowledge and talent, and 
served as a good networking tool among government and private academic institutions. 

Sponsored by Bank Sohar (gold Sponsor), Petroleum Development of Oman (Pdo), Oman LNG LLC (Silver 
Sponsors), and Port of Duqm (Bronze Sponsor) and supported by TRACCS Oman, the competition was held 
on november 11th under the patronage of h.h. dr. Sayyida Mona Bint fahd al Said.

a distinguished panel of judges were invited to evaluate the performances of the participants: hh Sayyida 
Tania al Said (President, eSo), dr. Mehdi jaafar (vice President, eSo), yasser abdullah Sulaiman (lieutenant 
governor Marketing district 20, Toastmasters), hassan al Saleh (Managing Partner, Traccs oman).

SQu Students receive their winning trophy
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Winning teams 
Who left the Tap open? 
nizwa university (Maha al alawi, houda al hatmi, Zainab al nasseri, al Zahraa al ghafri)

arts and the environment 
nizwa university (Maryam al Masalhi, rahma al Suqri, Maany al hinaii, Mahlaa al khusaibi)

Technology owes ecology an apology 
Sultan Qaboos university (nasser al hajri, Mazin al Mamari, ghaanim al hashmi,  
hamood al araimi, hamed al Mukhaini)

global challenges – local Solutions: 
Sultan Qaboos university (Marwa al Mahrooqi, Tahani al khusaibi, amira al rajhi)

following the success of the national competition, eSo held workshops for the winning teams to 
enhance their design and presentation skills for the regional competition  in dubai where they 
competed against 58 teams from the uae, Saudi arabia, kuwait, Qatar and Bahrain.

The winning teams travelled to dubai  
for the regional competition

The judges were impressed with  
the quality of presentations
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Special support was received from the intercontinental hotel 
Muscat who held an outdoor event to celebrate earth hour 
where glow in the dark t-shirts were sold and families enjoyed 
hand painting, capoeira performances and a countdown to 
earth hour.

THANK YOU TO ALL EARTH HOUR VOLUNTEERS!

jaber bin Zaid School received the winning 
trophy for eSo’s annual School energy 
Saving competition!

in line with the global challenge for 2013 
earth hour “i will if you will” the eSo Board 
and Staff pledged to carry out a beach 
clean up if we received more than 2000 
pledges of support.

Earth Hour 2013
2013 saw a huge success in eSo joining the global initiative of earth hour, which aims to demonstrate 
concerns about the future of our planet by doing something simple, yet remarkable – turning off lights 
for one hour on the last Saturday in March at 8:30pm. This year, with the slogan “i will if you will”, we 
were proud to partner with Sohar Aluminium and Sabco Group (gold Sponsors), PDO and Oman Data 
Park (Silver Sponsors), and Muscat Pharmacy, Omran, Towell Engineering, and Daleel Petroleum (Bronze 
Sponsors). using social and conventional media, eSo received over 2000 pledges of support from the 
public and private sector, government and educational institutions to turn their lights off for 1 hour. it was 
an incredible display of community participation!

youTube, Twitter, and facebook along with support from Apex Publishing, Polyphaemus, Merge 104.8 and 
Al Wisal enabled eSo to get the message out across oman and engage volunteers. eSo was honoured 
that the Royal Opera House Muscat, the Grand Mosque, Muscat Municipality and SQU also joined in the 
initiative and turned off all non-essential lighting. in 2013 we were able to calculate that during earth 
hour, oman saved 69,560 kWh of electricity, an increase of 28% from our 2012 calculations! This is enough 
power to provide electricity in 1300 homes for one hour!
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Capacity Building Program

Oman LNG LLC: ESO’s Capacity Building Partner
eSo has been steadily growing over the last seven years and it remains our goal to train omanis in the 
field of environmental conservation. due to natural attrition and as ngo employees were unable to 
secure bank loans, local employees are often recruited to other organizations seeking to improve their 
environmental capabilities. in 2011 we found ourselves faced with a major restructuring of staff in order 
to keep up with the growing responsibilities and projects that eSo has and wants to continue taking on.

it was agreed by the eSo Board that a central part of eSo’s mandate would be to train omani graduates 
in conservation strategies and ngo and community involvement before joining oman’s workforce and 
give them an opportunity to pursue a career with eSo. however, there was a shortfall in funding between 
the administrative costs that are brought in from project funding, and the running costs of the Society.

in March 2012 Oman LNG (olng) became eSo’s capacity Building Partner in order to help cover this 
short fall of funding, allowing the Society in turn to successfully increase all project capabilities, increase 
community outreach programs, increase volunteer involvement and start an omani Training Program in 
the field of environmental conservation.

Since receiving the olng funds in april 2012, eSo has speedily been making progress in the area of 
capacity building. To date ten employees have been hired and trained, giving eSo the much-needed 
support and administrative assistance it requires, in order to further plans for an increased number of 
research, community outreach and education projects in oman. in addition, the funds have enabled eSo 
to reach out more effectively and engage with the public, as well as the various official bodies.

eSo is very grateful for the olng support, and eagerly anticipate the upcoming phases of collaboration, 
which will enable the Society to further establish itself as an effective organisation dedicated to nature 
conservation and raising awareness in oman.  The eSo/olng capacity Building Partnership is fulfilling our 
ultimate aim of becoming an independent, self-sustaining organization, run by professional and qualified 
local citizens, safeguarding oman’s natural heritage.

Omani Training Program
although graduates are trained in a specific area of ngo management, each leave the training program 
with experience in the following areas: 

	• ngo Management

	• Project Management

	• conservation Management

	• in-field research experience

	• community outreach

	• awareness raising

	• volunteer Management

eSo would like to thank Bank Muscat and the national Bank of oman for their support in providing free 
training courses to our staff. We would also like to thank Bank Muscat for ensuring eSo staff’s applicability 
for bank loans.
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Omar Al Riyami 
omar graduated from Sultan Qaboos university in 2008 with a BSc in Marine 
Sciences and fisheries. he joined eSo in 2009 as Marine Projects assistant at 
a time when eSo only had 3 staff and due to his passion in working with local 
communities and schools and he took over as community outreach Manager. 
omar designed and implemented awareness and outreach programs, 
and coordinated eSo activities at schools, colleges and universities. during 
omar’s tenure at eSo he attended most eSo-governmental meetings and 
is well known by the Ministry of environment and climate affairs, the Ministry 
of education, the Ministry of fisheries and agricultural Wealth, as well as by 
government agencies in Sharqiya and dhofar regions. he has represented 
eSo on countless occasions and attended training and workshops including a 
6-week Parks, Biodiversity and ecotourism WhaT? in the united States and the 

iucn red list Workshop in jordan. omar was chosen by uneSco to attend and represent eSo at the 40th 
anniversary of the World heritage convention in kyoto, japan in 2012.  in September 2013 omar moved 
to the private sector as an environmental advisor and although we were sad to see him leave after 4 
years we wish him the best and he continues to volunteer with eSo and sit on the committee formed by 
the Ministry of environment to regulate plastic bag usage in oman.

Asma Al Balushi
asma graduated from Sultan Qaboos university in 2011 with a BSc in 
Marine Science. She was recruited for the position of Projects Management 
coordinator and has been with eSo since March 2012, assisting in consultant 
management, proposal and report writing, securing scientific research permits 
and liaising between eSo’s Muscat and Masirah offices. following asma’s 
successful publication in the Phoenix as a first author in 2012, she has taken 
on larger responsibilities, ensuring stakeholder engagement as a high priority. 
asma has led meetings with the Wali of Masirah, engaged with the oman 
Women’s association and given numerous presentations, strengthening eSo’s 
community outreach program and ensuring that results of our scientific projects 
are shared with relevant parties. in october, asma secured a nomination 
through eSo to attend the 10-day earthwatch emerging Scientists Program, 
which took place at the lajuma research center, Soutpansberg Mountains, 
limpopo Province in South africa. She was one of 10 participants from africa and the Middle east and she 
engaged in both scientific research and education. The skills gained on the program are invaluable and 
although they were integrated into a research project focusing on leopards and monkeys, they can be 
applied to using those skills and knowledge within oman’s scientific research programs. 

Omar Al Hosni
omar holds a BSc in environmental Biology from SQu and was hired as 
community outreach coordinator as soon as he graduated. he stayed 
with eSo from March-august 2013 and his role was to assist in implementing 
community outreach work. in line with this omar worked on two main projects: 
Tree Planting campaign in Salalah and Masirah festival on Masirah island. he 
was instrumental in liaising with schools and volunteers to make both events 
a success. he was also responsible for creating educational booklets that 
were distributed at both events. omar al hosni left eSo to pursue a career in 
The diwan Special forces. he is still an active eSo member and continues to 
volunteer during our activities. 

Sawsan Al Husaini
Sawsan has been working with eSo for two years and is now eSo’s full time 
Public relations officer and administrative assistant. Sawsan has proven 
herself to be capable and hardworking and eSo has ensured she has obtained 
english language courses as well as customer service courses. She has recently 
completed 3 examinations in an elementary english course at the British 
council and excelled in all. She has proven herself to be dedicated and we 
wish her luck with the pre-intermediate level courses she will be starting in 2014.
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Juma Al Arimi, Ghasi Al Farsi and Juma Al Humaidi
juma, ghasi and juma have been working for eSo since 2009 as part time field assistants in Masirah.  
although they were initially recruited and trained by eSo to help with field surveys of loggerhead turtles, 
their contributions have been unparalleled in terms of creating ties with the local community in Masirah. 
our field assistants have now been working full time with eSo for two years, assisting in the field with our 
Turtle conservation, renaissance Whale and dolphin Project and egyptian vulture research. not only 
have the field assistants been trained in field surveying methods, they have completed computer, english, 
typing, bird identification and ringing, and whale and dolphin identification courses. They have worked 
with experts from the uS, netherlands, Bulgaria and the uk and recently took the lead in eSo’s sustainable 
fishing towards turtle conservation project during which they worked with SQu interns and marine scientists.  
Working towards capacity building of omanis in field research techniques is a high priority for eSo and we 
are excited to have such wonderful field assistants to work with and start to achieve this goal!

Nuhaila Al Sulaimani
nuhaila began volunteering with eSo during our earth hour campaign and 
holds both a BSc in applied Biology from the higher college of Technology 
and an MSc in environmental Monitory and Management from the university of 
nottingham, Malaysia campus. She has worked both as an elementary school 
teacher in oman as well as an environmental specialist at a consultancy firm. 
nuhaila joined eSo as education coordinator in october and is a great asset to 
the organization. in the short time that she has been with eSo she has worked 
on the inter college environmental Public Speaking competition, tree planting 
campaign, and liaising with aiSec to plan a go green campaign. nuhaila is 
currently working on an educative booklet to be given to students in dhofar 
schools outlining the importance of planting native trees in oman as well as 
arranging voluntary participation in disseminating this information.  

Khalid Al Khaldi
khalid al khaldi volunteered for eSo for three months during the preparation 
for the inter college Speaking competition and was solely responsible for 
contacting and engaging college and university students. khalid has a natural 
charismatic ability to engage and excite volunteers and students and so it 
was only natural for him to join eSo full time as Membership and volunteer 
coordinator. he is still completing his diploma in engineering computer Science 
from Waljat college of applied Sciences but is able to be in the office every 
day as he has finished course work but still completing exams. for his voluntary 
dedication to eSo before becoming a staff member, khalid was awarded this 
year’s volunteer of the year award. 
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Internship Program
Both eSo and our university interns have benefited from our internship program over the last year.  Students 
all have their educational experience in common but what stands out to employers is those students who 
also have work experiences by the time they graduate. as a non-profit, non-government organization, 
we greatly appreciate the time, effort and commitment that interns provide. in 2013 we were happy to 
host five interns.

Utkarsh Shroff is a student in Media Studies at Symbiosis institute of Media and communication, Pune, 
india, and was required to complete an internship as part of his curriculum. for six weeks at eSo utkarsh 
spent his time working on ideas for a new corporate membership package which will be rolled out in 2014.

Amjed Al Balushi is a student at the higher college of Technology in Muscat majoring in Business and 
completed a three month internship at eSo to help administrate our inter-college speaking competition. 
he was invaluable in ensuring that the event was a success by registering participant information, archiving 
and filing, event set up, and drafting letters to participants and their colleges. 

Pritam Kumar is a student in Media Studies at Symbiosis institute of Media and communication, Pune, 
india, and was required to complete an internship as part of his curriculum. Pritam spent six weeks at 
eSo managing our social media and providing workshops to staff on how social media works. he also 
took photographs at eSo events during this time and provided a social media report summary and 
recommendations at the end of his internship.

Bassim Al Subhi and Assad Al Aamri joined eSo for three months after completing a degree in Marine 
Sciences from Sultan Qaboos university. during their internship they worked hard on our Sea Turtle 
conservation and Sustainable fishing Project on Masirah and played an integral role in designing and 
conducting community surveys as well as conducting background research, documentation of data and 
preparation of project reports. Both gave excellent presentations to our staff following the end of their 
internship and both have secured jobs at the Ministry of agriculture and fisheries Wealth.

amjed al Balushi Bassim al Subhi 

Pritam kumar assad al aamri
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Other Activities

ECO BOWL 2013
14 teams competed in eSo’s 2nd annual corporate 
Bowling competition aiming to raise funds for eSo. 
Taking first place with an unbeaten 1469 points was 
national Bank of oman, second place went to ahli 
Bank with a close 1232 points and third place to 
BankMuscat with 1201 points. Prizes were provided 
courtesy of city cinema, Sifawy Boutique hotel, 
More café and lokanta restaurant.
 
The following companies supported eSo in raising 
funds during the eco Bowl: enhance, al anwar 
group, Zubair automotive, khimji ramdas, Services 
& Trade, nBo, ahli Bank, oman lng, renaissance 
Services, nawras, occidental of oman, Bank 
dhofar, carillion alawi, and Bank Muscat.
 
The best striker award was given to lutfi al harthy for 
a total of eleven strikes in the tournament.  We would 
like to thank all the companies who participated 
and look forward to the 2014 rematch!
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Volunteer of the Year Award 2013
The eSo volunteer of the year award recognizes and celebrates the outstanding efforts of our volunteers.  
it’s our way of thanking them for their generous hours and services throughout the year.

The award of the volunteer of the year 2013 went to khalid al khaldi in Muscat and to eman al huraibi in 
Salalah.

khalid’s contribution to the inter-college Speaking competition was 
unparalleled. he created and maintained ties with college students 
and helped mentor them through their presentation designs. khalid 
took an active role in organizing the event nationally and even 
accompanied the students to dubai for the regional competition. We 
are very proud that khalid has now joined eSo on a full time basis as 
our Membership and volunteer coordinator.

eman was instrumental in assisting with eSo’s tree planting campaign in 
dhofar. her work, dedication and initiatives 
were truly exemplary. eman took it upon 
herself to organize, supervise and follow up 

on the marathon run, painting contest and tree planting at the diwan School. 
We are grateful for her commitment and excited to continue working with 
eman as she takes a larger role in the 2014 tree planting campaign aimed 
at designing and distributing educational booklets and organizing a student 
conference to discuss native trees.

in other news, we are very excited that antonia vegh, who was awarded 
the 2012 volunteer of the year award has joined eSo full time as our events 
coordinator! antonia recently attended an expedition to Musandam 
organized by Biosphere expeditions during which she received training for 
coral reef health checks. She is focusing her time at eSo managing volunteers, 
organising clean ups and coordinating events.

Freezing Omanis
eSo was very excited to be able to support Bader 
al lawati and ameer abdulhussain nicknamed 
“The freezing omanis” on their adventure to the 
antarctic in february 2013. Bader and ameer 
carried eSo’s flag on their expedition and raised 
awareness of the fragility of our environment upon 
their return to oman. They continue to promote 
conservation and bring about change through 
public appearances and social media and we wish 
them luck on their continued journey!

The	Freezing	Omanis	hold	the	ESO	flag	with 
Sir	Robert	Swan,	the	first	man	to	walk	both	North	 
and South Poles and founder of 2041
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Awards, Grants and Donations
eSo would like to give special thanks to all those who have helped us achieve our goals in 2013. These 
donors, sponsors and grant agencies are listed below in date order of the donations:

	• Ajit Khimji Group for free office space

	• Oman LNG for the capacity Building Program

	• TRACCS Oman for public relations support

	• Apex Publishing for their continued support 

	• HSBC for the frankincense Project

	• Renaissance Services for renaissance Whale and dolphin Project

	• Marina Bandar Al Rowdha for the free berthing of the eSo boat

	• Sohar Aluminium for sponsorship of eSo awareness and corporate films

	• The Agency for the production of eSo awareness film

	• Shell Oman for fuel cards

	• Towell Auto Center for vehicle rental

	• The Chedi Muscat, Sifawy Boutique Hotel and Golden Tulip Muscat for guest donations

	• Merge FM and Wisal FM for oman environment day coverage

	• Drums of India Concert donation

	• MB Petroleum, Port of Duqm, OMZEST, National Bank of Oman and Bank Muscat for Sponsorship of the 
eSo fundraising Ball

	• Jawad Sultan Group, Mistal, HSBC, Muscat Hills, More Café, Mani’s Catering, GHM Hotels, Royal Opera 
House Muscat, Epic Private Journeys, Beho Beho (Selous game reserve) for the raffle and auction 
Prizes at the eSo fundraising Ball

	• Sohar Aluminium, Sabco Group, Petroleum Development of Oman, Oman Data Park, Muscat Pharmacy, 
Omran, Towell Engineering, and Daleel Petroleum for earth hour 2013

	• Muscat Daily, Al Isbou’a and The Week (apex Publishing) for media support during earth hour 2013

	• Intercontinental Muscat, Polyphaemus, Eventus, SNK Productions, Merge 104.8 and Al Wisal for support 
during earth hour 2013

	• Port of Salalah and Ford Environmental Grant for Tree Planting campaign

	• BP Oman for Masirah festival

	• National Bank of Oman for staff training courses

	• Oman LNG, Haya Water and EcOman Center for World Migratory Bird day

	• Radisson Blu for eSo ramadan Quiz

	• Bank Sohar, Oman LNG, PDO and the Port of Duqm for inter-college environmental Public Speaking 
competition

	• Oman Sail for use of their premises for dolphin Tour operator Workshop

	• Oman Air for displaying eSo awareness film on board flights

	• UMS for webmail support

	• Sifawy Boutique Hotel, More Café, City Cinema and Lokanta Restaurant for eco BoWl 2013 prizes

	• Paradigm Advertising & Publishing for eco BoWl 2013 support

	• Bank Muscat for staff training courses

	• Petroleum Development Oman for the use of their lecture hall
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International Conferences Highlights 
international Whaling commission, jeju, South korea (june 2013) 
eSo’s whale and dolphin program was presented at the annual meeting this year by andrew Willson whose 
attendance was requested by the iWc as an invited participant. The primary presentation to the Southern 
hemisphere sub-committee detailed the progress with work in the past year, the key threats to the arabian 
Sea humpback whale population and recommendations for future action. The recommendations included 
commencing a satellite tagging project to assist in habitat mapping for addressing critical management 
issues and reinforcing ties with regional counterparts to better understand the movement of the whales 
amongst all range states. Both concepts were reviewed and supported by members of the committee.

regional Biodiversity rapid assessment Project, abu dhabi, uae 
eSo was pleased to be able to contribute extensively to the completion of the regional Biodiversity 
assessment Project initiated by The abu dhabi global environmental data initiative (agedi), supported 
by the environment agency abu dhabi (ead). With contributions from over 140 stakeholder institutions the 
project achieved several key outcomes: the first comprehensive habitat maps for the region; headline 
indicators from the ecosystem Threat Status and Protection level assessments; the first objective measure 
of conservation for the arabian Peninsula ecosystems; and spatial prioritizations identifying trans-boundary 
priority areas. access to the e-copy of the report is accessible on www.agedi.ae

conferences, lectures and Workshops attended in 2013
eSo is represented by volunteers, staff and board members at national, regional and international 
conferences and workshops. Below is a list of those attended in 2013: 

international Whaling commission, Scientific committee meeting, jeju, South korea

4th roundtable Meeting on Sustainable consumption and Production in the arab region: uneP/eScWa/
arab league, cairo, egypt

expert group Meeting on green value chains for improved livelihoods in the arab region & The Second 
arab network for food Sovereignty (afSn): eScWa, Beirut, lebanon

Second Meeting for cSo representatives in the arab region on food Security, amman, jordan

fifth Session of the governing Body of The international Treaty on Plant genetic resources for food and 
agriculture, Muscat, oman

Sinai agama (Pseudotrapelus sinaitus) 
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Mangroves near Mahout island 
Thomas P. Peschak
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arab consultative Meeting on the Sustainable development goals november, Tunisia

arabian leopard conservation conference: national centre for field environmental research, Mirbat, 
oman

State council 2nd normal session on establishment of a general national authority to address the issue of 
Waste Management, Muscat, oman

annual regional consultative Meeting for Major groups and Stakeholders and Policy dialogue on the 
implementation of the arab Water Security Strategy and its action Plan, amman, jordan

Strengthening Public Participation in environmental decision-Making; Building connections in africa and 
the Middle east, rabat, Morocco

regional Biodiversity rapid assessment Project Workshop, abu dhabi global environmental data initiative, 
abu dhabi, uae

33rd international Sea Turtle Symposium 2013, Baltimore, uSa

international symposium of Biotechnology and conservation of Species from arid regions: SQu, Muscat, 
oman

german approaches in the field of environmental technologies (renewable energy, Waste Water & Waste 
Management): energy agency of rhineland-Palatinate / institute for applied Material flow Management, 
Muscat, oman

Marine Biotechnology Symposium: SQu, Muscat, oman

Strengthening Public Participation in environmental decision-Making, Muscat, oman 

capacity Building Workshop on Birds research, Muscat, oman

response to Marine Mammal and Turtle Stranding, Muscat, oman

afkar 3 (assessing youth initiatives), Salalah, oman

Workshop for updating the national Biodiversity Strategies and action Plan, Muscat, oman

conserving leopards and Monkeys in South africa: earthwatch, Polokwane, South africa

Water Bird census Workshop, Muscat, oman

regional inter-college environmental Speaking competition: emirates environmental group, dubai, uae

reef check eco diver training: Biosphere expeditions, Musandam, oman

international Workshop on environmental Sustainability of Mangrove ecosystem, Muscat, oman

Marine Science and fisheries open day: SQu, Muscat, oman

Waste Management forum: Bidbid Municipality, MrMWr, Bidbid, oman

environmental forum, Wadi al Ma’awel, oman

environmental concerns in industrial estates: Sur industrial estate, Sur, oman

World environment day (food Waste): iTa, Muscat, oman

Polyolefin Plastic arabia conference: Peie, Muscat, oman
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Individual Membership
as of december 2013 there were a total of 947 eSo individual members. The charts below show percentages 
of omanis, students and male vs female members.

Membership

59%
41%

89%

60%

40%

11%

Omani

Student

Male

Non-Omani

Non-Student

Female
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Corporate Membership
eSo is grateful for the support of all our corporate members below (in alphabetical order)

 ajit khimji group of companies
 alargan Towell investment company
 al hassan engineering
 al Mashriq international engineering consultancy
 al reef real estate co.
 Bank dhofar
 Bank Muscat
 carillion alawi
 electricity holding company
 ernst & young
 gulf Triangle industries
 haya Water
 lamor clean globe oman
 Maqshan oil & gas Services
 Muriya Tourism development
 Muscat electricity distribution company
 Muscat finance
 Muscat overseas
 national Bank of oman
 nawras
 oman environmental Services holding company
 oman investment & finance company
 oman Solar Systems company
 omran
 oman Trading international
 Petroleum development of oman
 Port of duqm
 Port of Salalah
 Port of Sohar
 PriceWaterhousecoopers
 Shell development oman
 Shell oman Marketing Services
 Sohar aluminium
 Strabag oman
 Towell auto center
 WS atkins international co. 

arabian ghost crab (Ocypode rotundata) 
Masirah island. Thomas P. Peschak
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diana’s lookout
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Affiliations with International Organisations

	• united nations environmental Program
	• united nations educational, Scientific & cultural organisation
	• international union for the conservation of nature
	• indian ocean research & conservation association
	• international Whaling commission
	• uS fish & Wildlife Service
	• Wildlife conservation Society
	• Birdlife international
	• Bulgarian Society for the Protection of Birds
	• emirates environmental group
	• emirates Wildlife Society/WWf
	• ford foundation
	• earth Watch institute
	• national oceanic & atmospheric association
	• Sackler institute of comparative genomics, american Museum of natural history
	• university of Stockholm
	• university of South Wales
	• School of Biological earth and environmental Sciences
	• durham university
	• South West fisheries and Science centre
	• ifremer (french research institute for exploitation of the Sea)
	• center for geogenetics, natural history Museum of denmark, university of copenhagen 
	• Motte Marine laboratory
	• florida Wildlife commission

juvenile green Turtle  
(Chelonia mydas), Musandam
Thomas P. Peschak
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There are many people we wish to thank for their support, hard work and dedication to eSo:

first and foremost special thanks go to eSo Patron, hh Sayyid Tarik bin Shabib al Said, who has always 
supported the Society and has been instrumental in its success. 

eSo Staff are the backbone of the Society and its work and we thank all that have come and gone over 
the years. They have all made a lasting difference and will always be remembered. We would especially 
like to thank omar al riyami who watched eSo grow from its infancy and who continues to volunteer his 
time to the organization. in addition we would like to congratulate our Projects Manager, Suaad al harthy 
on the birth of her daughter. Sana Tawileh was instrumental in establishing social media connections for 
eSo and we wish her the best.

The Ministry of environment and climate affairs, Ministry of agriculture and fisheries Wealth, Ministry of 
education and Ministry of Social development have always been staunch supporters of eSo and we thank 
them for their guidance and understanding of our work. 

none of eSo’s work would be possible without much needed funding from our corporate Members, 
Sponsors and Supporters. We thank all of them and hope that their generosity will continue for years to 
come.

eSo Members are the organisation’s ambassadors and we thank every one of our dedicated members 
for coming to events, dedicating their time and supporting the conservation of oman’s environment.

oman’s media have been extremely supportive in making our efforts public and eSo would like to thank 
all media houses for their continued coverage of our projects and successes. Special thanks go to apex 
Publishing who have given free advertising space to eSo over the last four years for which we are extremely 
grateful.

Volunteer Acknowledgements
volunteers are a very important part of our research projects. in particular khalid al khaldi who won the 
eSo volunteer of the year award and has now become a permanent staff member, and eman al huraibi 
also winner of the volunteer of the year award, who volunteered for the dhofar Tree Planting campaign 
and continues to do so. antonia vegh who helped with anything and everything and we are very happy 
to see her join eSo permanently. robert Baldwin, who works tirelessly to ensure our conservation programs 
for both cetaceans and turtles are of the highest quality and is always at eSo’s disposal for advice. 
andy Wilson who has been a permanent source of support for our marine projects. omar al riyami who 
continues to represent eSo at the Steering committee Meetings for Plastic Bag regulations held by Meca 
and in the media.

our interns, utkarsh Shroff who helped create a corporate membership package and Pritam kumar who 
continued our social media presence and took amazing photos at eSo events. kristina lane, who helped 
administrate the dolphin tour operator guideline workshops and gave much needed assistance sorting 
out our storage room! issra al Balushi who came into the office on a daily basis to help with administrative 
work and was a great asset. nitin kumar for help with designing. 

Bushra al kindi, Bader al lawati, Sultan al abdali, fahmi al Ma’awali, nuhaila al Sulaimani, dareen 
Matwani, nicki Burns, celina, irene, johnson owe, omar al hosni, ahmed al rawahi, hamad al Sharji, 
Majed akaak and khalid al Busaidi for their dedication during earth hour. omar al hosni, abdulBari al 
Shidi, ibrahim al Zakwani and ahmed al Sedairi (SQu Biology group) for their help with the oman eco 
exhibition. ali jaffar al lawati and ghudaina al issai for their help with the education booklet for the Tree 
Planting campaign. Mohammed al habsi for helping with photography at eSo events. esra Soydan for 
her help with competition posters. 

Acknowledgements
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SQu students haitham al gheilani, Bader al Buwiqi, Saleh al jaafary, fatima al harbi, najiyya al Saadi and 
rawan al Saaidi for their excellent work and help during the Masirah festival. dr hamed al gheilani for 
conducting marine environment presentations on eSo’s behalf and his commitment to ensuring college 
participation during the inter-college Speaking competition. 

college and university students khalid khalfan al khaldi, Bushra abdullah al-Bulushi, Maiya harib al hajri, 
al khalil ahmed al rahbi, Suleiman al rahbi, ahmed nasser al rawahi, abdulBari khalfan al-Shidi, al 
Zahraa khalfan al ghaferi, Suleiman al harassi, and fatima Mohammed al jazmi for being our student 
ambassadors and mentors in the run up to the inter-college Speaking competition. Maimoona al ruqaishi 
for her advice, patience and assistance during the competition. hassan al Saleh and yasser Sulaiman for 
their advice, mentorship and for sitting on the Speaking competition judging panel. Sami al asmi and 
fatma hamayon for their spectacular Mc skills at the Speaking competition. 

The Municipality of Barka, gordon Taylor, faisal hamood al Shidhani, Mundher Mohammed al amri, Bader 
al lawati, nasser al lawati, Teresa Mary Sullivan, Benison, hakimat Shaibu, Mukhtar kadiri, anton russel, 
nitheesh Sundaresan, anu nitheesh and her son, anna celina Tamayo, irena j aninipot, rodge flores jr., 
asma al Bulushi, Sana Tawileh, Salim abdullah Salim al hamdani, juma Mohammed al harasi, Sawsadi 
youth group, and of course all 21 kids from Sawadi for help during the 2nd annual clean up oman day 
in Sawadi. Michele Sephton and joanna vos for attending the Mangrove Workshop organized by Meca.

Thank you to all our volunteers without whom our work would not be possible.

agama lizard (Pseudotrapelus jensvindumi)
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camels on the beach
off the coast of Salalah
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